Keep everyone communicating
with Exchange in the cloud

Hosted Exchange
Increase your mobility,
productivity, collaboration,
and competitive repower
with Microsoft Outlook
with Hosted Exchange.
We host innovative Microsoft
solutions at affordable rates
for organizations of every
size, so you can stay focused
on growth and success.

Our Hosted Exchange Services will keep your workforce connected and productive wherever they roam.

When you choose PCM Hosted Exchange
Services, you can now take your office with you
whether you’re working on-site, in the field, or
teleworking. Your workers gain access to e-mail,
calendars, and contacts from their computers, the
web, and their mobile devices — all synchronized
to keep everyone on the same page. Sharing documents and collaborating with colleagues online is
easier than ever before.
It’s the power of the cloud delivering a new kind of
productivity and efficiency — all without the burden
of costly infrastructure.

Fewer Burdens for Your Office
Every organization and enterprise needs high-end
communication tools that allow their workers to

keep connected and stay productive no matter
where they’re located or how they’re connecting.
Every organization and enterprise needs them, but
they can be challenging to deploy and maintain.
By turning to a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
model, organizations no longer have to provide the
physical space, servers, power, cooling networking
infrastructure, or IT is required to manage it all.
The cost savings can be significant, and the experience of a cloud-based service makes it transparent to your end users. With our Hosted Exchange
Services, you can free up your workforce and your
budget while deploying any or all of the following
components that modern offices rely on for versatile and effective communications.
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An Account Executive
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Call today to learn more.
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We maintain SSAE 16 accredited data centers to meet the highest standards of internal control. From server virtualization to high availability SAN storage, we support all of your
advanced business technology needs.

•	
Microsoft Exchange/Outlook e-mail:
comprehensive corporate class e-mail and time
management tools make it easy to prioritize
and control your workday

a scalable hosting infrastructure that takes
advantage of the latest technologies to provide the
highest levels of service delivery and operational
continuity.

Stay connected with
Hosted Exchange Services
•	
Microsoft SharePoint: enables better informed decisions by providing business critical
information in one location
•	
Microsoft Lync: an enterprise-ready unified
communications platform that integrates with
Microsoft Office to allow audio, video, or web
conferencing; instant messaging; and real-time
presence information
•	
Microsoft CRM: customer relationship
management with online tracking and sharing
of customers and opportunities
•	
ActiveSync/BES: keeps e-mail, calendars,
tasks, and contacts updated on supported
mobile devices, including Blackberry devices.

Better Hosting
We take pride in creating the most versatile and
secure data centers for hosting your critical assets
and services, so you can save on costs. From
knocking down spam to backing up your
database les, we offer essential communication
services that can be customized to your specific
business needs.
Our dependable hosting centers are fully authorized and approved by Microsoft. We employ

We maintain SSAE 16 accredited data center
facilities to meet the highest standards of internal
control. From server virtualization to high-availability SAN storage, we can support all of your
advanced business technology needs. Unlike
other cloud-hosting providers who are held back
by restrictions or limitations on what they are able
to provide, we can harness the full complement of
service solutions to meet your needs.

Dedicated Environments
We can provide a dedicated, customized environment for your hosting. That means you will have
your own designated servers, software licensing,
and other technologies that are separated from
any of the hosting setups that we have for other
clients. The end result is a customized data center
devoted only to your business that offers all of the
benefits of off-site hosting.

Affordable and Flexible
With dependable hosting services, your business can avoid the heavy hardware, software,
and support expenses required for on-premise
deployments.

• Take advantage of any or all components
•	Eliminate the up-front capital costs associate
with new solutions
•	Leverage low monthly per-user fees to access
the latest applications as your business grows
•	Implement a solution that grows and scales
with your business without forcing you to hire
additional IT staff
•	Subscription-based hosting services provide
access to the latest communications tools as
your business needs change

Safe, Secure, and Compliant
As e-mail threats have grown, the need for
e-mail security and encryption has become more
complex. With our Hosted Exchange, your e-mail
is protected against malware, spam, and data
leaks without compromising performance. And,
our cloud-based platform stores all your e-mail in
a highly secure archive to help address regulatory
and compliance needs while reducing complexity
and mitigating risk.
Our team of experts can take care of everything so
that you can focus on your business. We’ll assess
your current environment, develop a deployment
plan to fit your exacting specifications, assist
with a smooth migration experience and maintain
the hardware — as well as patch and upgrade
the system — once you’re operational. Call your
Account Executive today to start leveraging Microsoft’s productivity tools for versatile, scalable, and
affordable communications.

